Library PressDisplay by PressReader

Library PressDisplay is a stand-alone web-based portal designed specifically to meet the needs of libraries and educational institutions. Launched in 2003, Library PressDisplay has become the standard digital newsstand of choice in thousands of libraries and educational institutions around the world providing full digital replicas of current-edition newspapers and magazines to students, teachers and researchers.

How does Library PressDisplay benefit your library?

✔ Saves money by minimizing postage and delivery costs
✔ Saves time with simplified circulation and periodicals management
✔ Saves shelf space
✔ Encourages visitation and library usage
✔ Eco-friendly alternative to print publications

How do your patrons benefit?

✔ Access to full content, same-day newspapers and magazines with back issue availability
✔ On-site and off-site access to publications
✔ Viewable on PC, smartphones or tablet devices
✔ Expanded collection of global news resources ideal for research

How does Library PressDisplay work?

With easy access and IP authentication, Library PressDisplay can be activated through:

1. EZ Proxy and VPN Client support
2. URL Referral/Scripted URL
3. Library Barcode or Student ID
4. Open Athens
What features does Library PressDisplay offer?

- Online reading of full-content digital replicas of print publications
- Ability to select titles by country, language or alphabet
- Front page display of leading news stories from around the world with article ranking based on highest readership through PressDisplay.com
- SmartNavigation technology with advanced digital features including:
  - Full graphics of text views of articles
  - Advanced cross-title keyword search
  - Links to related and recommended stories
  - Page and article sharing through email or on social media (blogs, facebook, twitter)
  - Active hyperlinks within publications
  - On-Demand Audio
  - Instant translation in up to 12 languages
  - Ability to print pages, custom areas or articles
  - Article commenting

Library PressDisplay offers some additional features:

- “Librarian’s Picks” and promotional messages displayed on the home page
- Integration with existing catalogues including: Serial Solutions, SwetsWise, EBSCOhost and ExLibris SFX
- Viewing of statistics and reports on users, total usage and titles read on a daily and monthly basis

Access at http://library.pressdisplay.com